Print Sources: A good starting point is the reference section of the library, which will provide outlines on various topics. Some good sources to consult are the following:

**Beyond Physicalism.** Kelly, Edward F., ed., Rowman & Littlefield: Lanham, MD, 2015. 201.65 B573k


Eisenberg, Ronald L. *Essential Figures in the Bible.* Jason Aronson: Lanham, Maryland, 2013. 220.92 E36e
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Electronic Resources

Religion and Philosophy Collection: Users of this collection can research different religions, philosophies and how they impact our daily lives.

SocIndex with Full Text: This database offers comprehensive coverage of sociology, encompassing all sub-disciplines and closely related areas of study including religion.

TEL (Tennessee Electronic Library): Provides access to over 40 discipline/subject specific collections

The Association of Religion Data Archives

www.biblehub.com